
This booklet will help you learn all about the modern DJ

Resource Pack



There
are
lots
of
other 
different 
types 
of
DJ.

It includes puzzles, 
wordsearches and 
quizzes to help you learn 
all about how modern DJs 
work, what DJing is, and 
how it all started.

All the words in italics 
are explained in the 
glossary on Page 14. All 
the words in Purple are 
questions for you to 
answer.

DJs on radio who tell jokes, may read 
the news and often have to play 
adverts. 

Radio djs

DJs who blend music together to 
make new music at live events. They 
often choose exciting new music.

Club djs
DJs who use the DJ equipment as a
musical instrument to play sounds 
with other musicians. 

Turntablists

DJs who play at weddings, discos and 
birthdays – they use the microphone 
to do dance competitions, keep you 
excited and normally play chart 
music. 

Function DJs

Definition:  DJ stands for 
“Disc Jockey.”

It means someone who 
uses recorded music to 
entertain other people. 
You can also spell it 
DeeJay.

DJs who make their own songs on
computers or music technology.

Producers
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The first one has been 

done for you.

Some are electronic 
and ARE used by DJs or 
producers. Some are 
traditional instruments 
and might be used in 
orchestras. We call the 
traditional instruments 
acoustic.

Can you cross out the label to show which are

electronic and which are acoustic instruments?

q1

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC
ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC
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100 Vinyl 
Records
£1500

Vinyl Turntable
£500

DJ Mixer
£100

Sound System
£200

Cables
£15

Vinyl Turntable
£500

Headphones
£50

Total cost=

Example Set-up 1

Vinyl DJ.
Vinyl turntables (also called record 
players) are the oldest way of playing 
music. Vinyl turntables have the largest 
discs to play with. They are easiest for 
“scratching.” They are very fragile and 
vinyl discs are expensive.

CD Turntable
£1000

DJ Mixer
£100

Sound System
£200

100 CDs
£1000

Cables
£15

CD Turntable
£1000

Headphones
£50

Total cost=

Example Set-up 2

CD DJ.
CD turntables are the digital way 
of doing this, they are very strong but 
more expensive than vinyl turntables. 
They can have extra buttons, samplers 
and sound effects included. Buying new 
CDs is cheaper than buying new vinyl 
records.

DJ Controller
£150

Software
£100

Sound System
£200

100 MP3s
£79

Cables
£15

Computer
£1000

Headphones
£50

Total cost=

Example Set-up 3 
Controller DJ.
DJ Controllers are the newest way 
of DJing – they have two players and a 
mixer in one box. They need a comput-
er and DJ software to work. The music 
you play is stored on the computer as 
Mp3 files and is the cheapest to buy. The 
DJ software will have sound effects, 
samplers and all sorts of other options 
included with it.

Vinyl Turntable
£500

Sound System
£200

100 MP3s
£79

Cables
£15

DVS Mixer, Soft-
ware & Computer
£2000

Vinyl Turntable
£500

Headphones
£50

Total cost=

Example Set-up 4 

DVS DJ.
DVS DJ - Top level professional DJs 
often use a DVS system which combines 
turntables, computers and software. DVS 
means “Digital Vinyl System.” Some DJ 
mixers have DVS systems built-in.

A set of DJ equipment needs at least 
two ways of playing music and a way of 

mixing between them.

The equipment that does the mixing is 
called a DJ mixer. It has a volume fader 

for each music player and a crossfader 
to switch between players. Some mixers 

have sound effects.
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Music Costs
Format Cost each Cost for 100

Vinyl Records

Can be used on:

Vinyl turntables.

CD turntables.

£15.00 £1500.00

£1000.00£10.00

£0.79 £79.00

DJ software, for 
example using 
a controller or 

DVS.

CDs

MP3 Audio 
Files

Using the table on Page 3, choose your favourite set-up.

Which one did you choose?

How much did it cost?

How much does it cost for the headphones, cables and

sound system that all the set-ups need?

q2
A.

B.

C.

What format of music can you play on the set-up you 
chose?

q3
 If you buy 100 pieces of music each year, how much
would you spend in 5 years?

q4
Let us imagine you get paid £200 every time you DJ.
How many times would you need to play to pay for 
your chosen DJ set-up?

q5
Let us imagine you have to pay 20% tax every time
you earn money. How many times would you need 
to play to pay for your chosen DJ set-up?

q6

If you bought set-up 1 and paid for 100 vinyl

records every year, but your friend bought set-up 4 

and bought 100 Mp3s every year – How many years 

would it take before you had spent more than your 

friend?

q7

Brain buster
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musical 
definitions

Dynamics

pulse

melody

tempo

timbre

rhythmharmony

structure notes

The volume of music during a song. 
A song may get quieter in the middle 
when some sounds stop, then it gets 
louder when more sounds come back 
in. DJs call this the drop but really it 
is a dynamic change.

DJs need to describe music when 
they talk to each other or 
other musicians. Here are the 
most important words we use to 
describe music:

Harmonies are the effects created by 
having several notes playing at the 
same time. When a DJ mixes they 
listen to the harmonies they create to 
double check their mix is working.

Tempo is the musicians’ word for 
speed. When mixing two songs the 
DJ makes sure the tempos are the 
same. If the tempos are not the same 
the pulses won’t match and people 
won’t know which song to dance to!

The timbre of an instrument or 
sound source is what makes it sound 
different to other instruments. 
Everyone knows that a drum sounds 
different to a guitar. When a DJ 
blends or mixes two songs together 
they are choosing timbres that work 
well together.

This is the driving force behind all 
music. In most pop music and music 
that DJs use the pulse is clear and 
you can dance to it easily. Sometimes 
it is called the beat. It is what you can 
tap your foot or nod your head to.

The overall shape of a song – this 
could be a simple binary structure-
such as “verse, chorus, verse, chorus” 
like a pop song. Or it could be a more 
complicated structure such as in 
the song “Bohemian Rhapsody” by 
Queen.

This is the tune or bit of a song you 
can hum or whistle. It is made up 
from musical notes. Some melodies 
make you feel happy, some sad, some 
angry or even scared.

This is the effect created by combin-
ing sounds that all follow the same 
pulse. Some rhythms make you want 
to dance, some make you want to re-
lax. When a DJ mixes two songs they 
create a poly-rhythm which means 
more than one rhythm – this should 
be exciting!

A musical note is a single sound at 
a certain frequency or pitch which 
lasts for a certain amount of time.
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I am 
going to 
describe my 
favourite 
song.

My favourite song is “Happy” 
by Pharrell Williams. I love the 
way the intro is very short and 
gets me straight to the first verse 
with its happy bouncing rhythm. 
The pulse is so easy to follow it 
makes it easy to dance to it. I love 
the chorus because the melody 
and singing make me feel care-
free, sometimes I even sing along. 
I like the middle section where 
most of the instruments stop and 
rest because then I really feel 
the change in the timbre and 
dynamics when the chorus comes 
back. The chorus is so good I even 
like that they repeat it twice. 
Then it plays a shortened version 
of the middle section and plays 
the fantastic chorus twice again!”

When a musician 
describes a song 
we call it an 
APPRAISAL.

Underline all the adjectives in the text on the right.q8

My favourite song is...

Describe your favourite song using as many of the words from Page 5 or Page 14 as you can.
q10

List all the musical terms from the text on the 

right: (Hint – you may want to look at page 5 

where we explain all the main musical terms and 

page 14 where we list all the other new words you 

may need.)
q9
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Here are the 
most important 
words that
DJs use:

definitions 
of words 
that 
djs use.

mix 

A DJ Mix can be: 

a) The specific way a DJ blends 
two songs together.

b) A selection of songs put togeth-
er by the DJ to make up a per-
formance. This is also sometimes 
called a “set”.

cut 

A way of changing between two 
songs without Beat-Matching. A 
cut is very quick and will need to 
be used with a well chosen cue 
point.

break 

A part of a song where things 
change. A good break is normally 
a part that people want to dance 
to. Breaks have often been used as 
loops to create new music.

spin-back 

A way of finishing a song with a 
flourish – The DJ grabs the platter 
and spins it backwards while 
fading the volume down.

beat-matching 

The technique DJs use to make 
sure two songs are at exactly the 
same speed so they can be mixed 
or blended without changing 
the pulse. If this is done properly 
people keep dancing as the songs 
change.

set
The whole 
performance a DJ does.

flare
An advanced two 
handed Scratch 
technique.

chirp
A very common two 
handed Scratch 
technique.

cross-fader
A part of a DJ mixer used 
to switch between two 
music players.

platter
The round disc used to 
control the playing music. 
The platter is essential for 
scratching.

cue point
When a DJ chooses a place 
to start a song they have 
set a cue point.

nudge
A technique used by DJs 
to slow down or speed up a 
song while Beat-Matching.

drop
A large dynamic change 
which follows a build up or 
quiet part of song.

loop
To repeat a small part of 
a song – this can be done 
digitally using buttons or 
by hand using platters.

fader
A control the DJ can use to 
change how loud a song is.

scratch
The technique a DJ uses to 
make instrumental sounds.

transform
A basic two handed Scratch 
technique.
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waveforms In DJ or music 
technology 
software we 
can see a song 
or sound source 
by looking at its 
waveform. 

The coloured area is the waveform. It 
begins on the left hand side and ends on 
the right hand side. Each time the colour 
changes it shows you a large dynamic 
change in the music. If the waveform is 
narrower it is quieter, where it is wider it 
is louder.

Look at the 
waveform of 
“Bohemian 
Rhapsody” 
above.

Do you think “Bohemian Rhapsody” is more or 
less dynamic than “Happy”?

Look at the waveform of “Happy” above. Can you guess which parts 
are the verses or choruses? Cross out the label that is wrong for each 
one. We’ve done the first one for you.q11

q13

Now can you see which parts are louder or quieter? Cross out the 
labels which are wrong.q12

According to the waveforms which song is louder?

What do musicians call the speed of music?

Does a waveform tell you what tempo a song is?

A.

c.

b.

d.

Diagram 2 Waveform of “Bohemian Rhapsody” by Queen

WAVES

Diagram 1  Waveform of “Happy” by Pharrell Williams: 
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Cuepoint

Scratch

Mix

Transform

Waveform

Break

Platter

Dynamic

Timbre

Melody

Harmony

Beatmatch

Crossfader

1

7

3

2

4

5

9

8

10

12 13

11

6

dj terms wordsearch.

H E N M M B B R E A K N R

X F E E I W E O R B G E I

K N E L X Y A R I R H O V

V F C O T L T V E Z A N N

T I O D R K M D E A R X N

R O C Y A A A Y M F M C A

S C U M N F T N P V O D T

C U E E S R C A L P N R I

R B P S F F H M A T Y H M

A F O B O H L I T H R E B

T R I O R U O C T A Q T R

C R N D M T I S E E E D E

H G T H U G F Q R S H B S

dj terms
crossword.

      What makes each                         
instrument sound different.

      The way DJs change 
the speed of a song while 
they are beatmatching.

      The place in a song that a DJ has set so it 
will start from there.

      The beat that drives all music. Without 
this there is no music!

      Some of the first ever events where MCs 
worked with DJs. These were in Jamaica in 
the 1950s.

      The tune of a song, the bit you hum along to.

      The way DJs make sure two 
songs are the same speed.

      A basic two-handed scratch 
technique.

      A style of music invented in 
Chicago, USA in a club called The 
Warehouse.

      The overall shape of a song, 
for example: verse, chorus, 
verse.

      The part of a DJ mixer used 
to switch between two music 
players.

      The word DJs and musicians 
use to describe the speed of 
music.

      How loud or quiet music is.

      A style of music invented in 
London by DJs combining Two-
Step, Drum ‘n’ Bass and Reggae.

Puzzle
page!

Across

DOWN

2

1

2

3

5

6

8

11

13

4

7

9

10

12

*Some of these answers 
are further on in this 
booklet!
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now let’s 
imagine you 
are the dj!

DJs don’t normally play all of a song. 
They choose only their favourite parts. 
These may be verses, choruses or breaks. 
DJs also mix parts of songs together.
In the questions on this page you will 
have to work out how long the parts you 
choose are and how many songs you can 
play in your DJ sets.

You are going to play a ten minute DJ set. You will only play 
one minute of each song. How many songs will you need?q14
You have been asked to DJ for 1 hour. Each of your songs is 
3 minutes long. How many songs can you fit in your DJ set?q15

Choose 3 of the songs 
from the table.q16 A. Write the songs you chose in the table.q16 b.

Song name Artists name Length
(Minutes and 

Seconds)

Levels Avicii 5.34

Darlin’ Tom Zanetti 5.20

Rather Be Clean Bandit 3.48

White Noise Disclosure 5.40

Cheerleader OMI 3.02

House Every 
Weekend

David Zowie 4.37

Shake It Off Taylor Swift 3.39

Black Magic Little Mix 3.32

You Mean Justin Bieber 3.28

Song name Artists name Length
(Minutes and Seconds)

How long will it take 
you to play them all?q16 c.

If you blend or mix each song with the next song for one 
minute, will it take longer or shorter to play them all?q16 d.

You have been asked to do a DJ set 
that lasts for up to half an hour. 

Each of your songs is 7 minutes long. 
You blend the intro and outro of 
each song for a minute.

Hint: You won’t 
mix the beginning 
of the first song.q18

If you mix each song with the next song for one minute, how 
long will it take to play your set? Hint: add up how long it 
takes to play them all, then minus the length of both mixes.

q17
Total Length = 

How many whole songs can you fit in your DJ set?A.

If you play all of the last song how long will the set be in total?c.

If you add one more song to your set, how much of it can you play 
before you run out of time?

b.
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history & 
geography of 
djing.
Human beings have always sung, whistled or hummed melodies. All over the world instruments and musical styles have 
developed over thousands of years. One of the biggest changes in music was when the tribal rhythms of Africa met the classi-
cal instruments of Europe. The printing press allowed music to be written down so it could be shared between musicians who 
didn't even know each other. Finally technology let people record music so it could be played anywhere, even without any 
musicians! Before the 1950s recorded music could only be heard on large discs called records. Since then there have been reel to 
reel tapes, cassettes and compact discs (CDs). Nowadays most music is stored on digital files called Mp3s. These can be heard on 
smartphones, tablets and computers.

Below are some of the major developments in DJing 
techniques and music.  

DATE LOCATION EVENT BAND OR DJ GENRE

1950’s Jamaica
Soundclash events have DJs playing records while MCs use micro-
phones to entertain listeners.

Various Ska

1969
Sanctuary 
nightclub, 
New York

First beat-matching attempted by a DJ using Soul, Funk and Salsa 
Records.

Francis Grasso Soul

1973 New York
Block Party DJs use two copies of the same record to repeat their fa-
vourite sections of songs. This becomes known as “looping” and usually 
repeats the “break” in a song.

Kool Herc, Africa Bam-
baata & DJ Hollywood

Hip Hop

1970’s New York Disco is invented by bands using Funk, Soul and Salsa. Various Disco

1974 New York
Grand Wizard Theodore accidentally invents scratching while DJing at 
a block party.

Grand Wizard Theodore Hip Hop

1975 Germany Kraftwerk play entirely electronic music on TV. Kraftwerk Electronica

1983 New York
DJs mix Disco records with sampled beats using electronic drum
machines.

Larry Levan
Garage (not to be con-
fused with UK garage)

Mid 1980’s Chicago
DJs mix Synth Pop and Disco in a club called The Warehouse - the name 
“House Music” is given to the new style.

Frankie Knuckles House

Mid 80’s to 
90’s

Detroit
DJs hearing Garage in New York and House in Chicago invent Techno 
in Detroit.

Derrick May, Juan Atkins Techno

1988 USA
Soul and Funk use modern Hip Hop and Rap production techniques - 
Modern RnB is born.

Bobby Brown RnB

1989 Manchester Electronic and Indie bands join up to create “Rave” in the UK.
Paul Oakenfold, Graeme 
Park, Andrew Weatherall

Dance

1995 Birmingham First Drum n Bass album released to real success. Goldie - Timeless Drum n Bass

1999 London Two Step Garage becomes popular in London.
Artful Dodger, Craig 
David

Two-Step/UK Garage

1999 The internet Peer to peer sharing of music for free breaks the law. ALL

2000 Sheffield Niche Nightclub sets the pace with Bassline music. T2, Wideboyz Bassline/UK Garage

Late 90’s 
Early 2000

London Two Step, Drum and Bass and Reggae are combined to invent Dubstep.
Distance, Digital Mystikz, 
Plastician

Dubstep

2001 London Two Step and Dancehall are combined to invent Grime.
Dizzee Rascal, Lethal 
Bizzle

Grime

2003 The internet Apple release the online music store iTunes. Apple Everything

2007 The internet
Soundcloud allow professionals and beginners to share their music for 
free, or charge for it.

Everything

2009 The internet Skrillex takes Dubstep mainstream. Skrillex Dubstep

2009 The internet
David Guetta becomes the first global DJ phenomenon, the Americans 
call the dance music he plays EDM (Electronic Dance Music).

David Guetta, Tiesto, 
Avicii

EDM
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WHAT WHERE WHO WHEN

David Guetta becomes the first global DJ and 
Skrillex makes Dubstep go mainstream.

Worldwide David Guetta and Skrillex 2009

Soundclash events have DJs working with 
MCs.

Jamaica Various

Block Party DJs start to loop their favourite 
parts of songs.

New York Kool Herc

Scratching is invented. New York Grand Wizard Theodore

DJs use drum machines to add beats to the 
recordings that they are playing.

New York Larry Levan

Grime is invented. London Various Artists

WHAT WHO WHEN

Indie bands 
work with 
electronic 
musicians 
and create 
“Rave”.

Paul Oak-
enfold and 
Andrew 
Weatherall

1989

WHAT WHO WHEN

The first TV 
perfor-
mance by 
electronic 
music.

Kraftwerk 1975

WHAT WHO WHEN

The name 
“House 
Music” is 
invented.

Frankie 
Knuckles

Mid 1980’s

WHAT WHO WHEN

Dubstep is 
invented.

Various 
artists

Late 90’s/
early 2000’s

WHAT WHO WHEN

First 
attempts at 
Beat 
Matching.

Francis 
Grassi

1969

 WHERE

 WHERE

 WHERE

 WHERE

 WHERE

Use the table on page 11 to fill in the dates for these events, 
we have done the first one for you:q19

Now look at the table on Page 11 and fill in the blanks 
(where) on our map:q20
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Intellectual 
property:
If you invent something you own it. 
This could be a song, piece of writing, 
or picture. It is called your “intellectual 
property.” Let’s imagine you made a 
song. If other people want to listen to 
it you can play it to them, you can let 
them have it for themselves, or you can 
ask them to pay for a copy of it. Most 
musicians, bands and music producers 
earn their money by selling copies of 
their songs. If no one got paid for making 
music then musicians would be too busy 
doing other jobs to make music. This 
means no one would make music for 
us all to enjoy. This is why people who 
really love music always pay for it. If you 
copy a song that someone else wrote, 
but they didn’t agree you can have 
it – you are stealing their intellectual 
property. This means downloading songs 
using pirate internet sites or youtube 
convertors is illegal. There are lots of 
other internet websites where you can 
buy music and who will make sure the 
money goes to the musician who owns 
the intellectual property. These include 
iTunes, Amazon, Beatport, Juno.  Then 
there are legal websites that let you  
listen to music, for example Spotify and 
Apple Music. There are also websites 
where bands and musicians allow 
people to listen or even download their 
work for free. These websites include 
Soundcloud, Bandcamp, Hearthis.at.

DJing with other peoples 
intellectual property:
If you want to DJ in public with a song that someone else wrote you need to have 
bought the song or agreed with the owner that it is OK to use it. You may also need 
to buy a license from PRS. Most of the places where music is played pay for the 
license. For example a concert hall, shop or music festival pay for a license so all 
the bands and DJs who play there don’t have to. At private parties like weddings or 
birthdays you do not need a license because the party is not open to the public. The 
money spent on licenses is shared between all the musicians whose music is played 
in public.

Sampling:
A sample is a part of someone else’s 
music which you may use to help you 
make your own. If you use a sample 
in your creation then you are using 
someone else’s intellectual property to 
help you make yours. If you are learning, 
experimenting, or just having fun then 
this is OK. If you earn money by selling 
it or you play the sample in public then 
you must ask for permission or have a 
license to use it. Some musicians will 
be happy to let you sample their work. 
Some will want a share of any money 
you earn by using it.

Please read the following descriptions and cross out 
the wrong label to show if they are legal or illegal 
uses of intellectual property:q21

DJ Grinch downloads 10 songs using a you-
tube convertor. He charges people to come 
and listen to him play them at his DJ gig.

A.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL

DJ Fair pays for 10 songs using iTunes. She 
charges people to come and listen to her play 
them at her DJ gig.

b.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL

DJ Beats pays for ten songs then uses one of 
them as a sample in a remix she is making 
– she doesn’t ask the person who wrote the 
sample for permission but starts to earn mon-
ey by selling her remix.

c.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL

DJ Bass pays for ten songs then uses one of 
them as a sample in a remix he is making – he 
doesn’t ask the person who wrote the sample 
for permission but he only plays his remix to 
himself at home.

d.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL
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glossary
Acoustic – Instruments which are not electronic.

Appraisal – Defined on page 6.

Amplifier – An electronic unit which increases the volume of music from the mixer before playing it through the 

speakers. Part of the Sound System.

Analogue – Does not use computers, often sounds more like the original musicians would have done.

Blend – Another word for “mix” it means to play two songs at once so they sound musical and keep people entertained.

CD/Compact Disc – A digital format for storing and playing recordings.

Channel – Each DJ mixer has a channel for each music player attached to it. Each channel has it's own controls for volume 

so the DJ can mix between them.

Chorus – The part of a song that repeats several times with the same music and words.

Copyright - Defined on page 13.

Deck – Another word for turntable.

Digital – Uses computers.

DJ Controller – A digital unit for DJs which only works with a computer and software.

DVS (Digital Vinyl System) - See page 3.

Fader – The volume control for each channel on the mixer.

Headphones – Every DJ uses headphones to check what they are preparing before they play it through speakers to the 

audience.

Intellectual Property - Defined on page 13.

Intro – The beginning of a song.

Mixer – An electronic unit which the DJ uses to mix between several music players.

Middle Section – A part of a song that joins two other sections together.

Music Technology – Any unit or software used to make music on computers. All producers and DJs can be said to use 

music technology.

.mp3 – A lower quality and smaller digital file for storing and playing recordings on computers.

Orchestra – A traditional group of acoustic instrumentalists normally playing classical music. 

Outro – The end of a song.

Sampler – An electronic unit which is used to record and playback samples of other recorded music.

Sampling – Using a piece of recorded music to make new music using music technology. Also See page 13.

Speakers – Part of the sound system – the speakers vibrate to play the sound.

Sound Effects – For example filters, echo. Sound Effects add creativity to a DJs sound.

Sound Source – Any instrument, sample, recording or other noise.

Sound System – The electronic units which play the music. A sound system is made up of speakers and an amp.

Turntable – A music player with a platter.

Verse – The parts of a song that repeat the same music but have different words.

Vinyl – An analogue format for storing and playing recordings.

.wav – The best quality but largest digital file for storing and playing recordings on computers.

Waveform – See page 8.

Other words to remember from Page 2: Turntablist, Producer.

Other musical words to remember from Page 5: Dynamics, Drop, Timbre, Melody, Harmony, Pulse, 

Rhythm, Poly-Rhythm, Tempo, Structure, Binary Structure, Notes.

Other DJ words to remember from Page 7: Mix, Set, Beat-matching, Cross-fader, Platter, Cue Point, Fader, 

Nudge, Cut, Spin-Back, Loop, Scratch, Transform, Flare, Chirp, Break, Drop.
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This cross-curricular resource is aimed at students who have been at a DJ 
School UK workshop. It contains lots of information on modern DJing and 
has plenty of literacy and numeracy demands. School teachers can use it as 
homework while consolidating the learning from the workshop.

This booklet was created and funded by the following organisations:

For further information please visit www.djschooluk.org.uk.


